
acta physica slovaca vol. 48 No. 3, 335 { 342 June 1998ON THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE QUANTUM PHASE SPACEFUNCTIONS OF THE OSCILLATOR AND THE ANGULARMOMENTUM1P. F�oldi2, M.G. Benedict3, A. Czirj�ak4Department of Theoretical Physics, Attila J�ozsef University,H-6720 Szeged, Tisza Lajos krt. 84-86, HungaryReceived 15 May 1998, accepted 26 May 1998Using Schwinger's model of angular momentum it is possible to introduce generalangular momentum phase space distributions by using two independent harmonicoscillators. We establish the connection between general and �xed j phase spacefunctions. This is a reduction based on a relationship between the correspondingcoherent states. 1. IntroductionQuasiprobability distributions have already become customary tools of analyzingexperimental results in detecting quantum states of systems like an ion oscillating in aharmonic trap, or for a mode oscillator [1]. Recent developments have made it availableto work with theoretical constructions of quasiprobabilities for a system of two-levelatoms [2]. The best known example for such quasiprobabilities was the P functionintroduced in [3]. Actually the concept of using quasiprobability functions for systemswith a given spin is much older, a Wigner type function has been proposed �rst byStratonovich [4] and later on similar constructions have been considered independentlyby several authors [3, 5, 6, 7, 8]. We use here the construction and notation intro-duced by Agarwal [5]. Similarly to the case of oscillator quasidistributions [9, 10], thequasiprobability functions for angular momentum states are not unique either.In the present paper we show a certain connection between these two types of phasespace distributions. The method is based on the Schwinger model for angular momen-tum [11], and the connection between the coherent states of the two systems. As thecoherent states are most closely related to the Q function, which is the expectationvalue of an operator in a coherent state, it is natural that the closest connection that1Special Issue on Quantum Optics and Quantum Information2E-mail address: h431270@stud.u-szeged.hu3E-mail address: benedict@physx.u-szeged.hu4E-mail address: czirjak@physx.u-szeged.hu0323-0465/96 c Institute of Physics, SAS, Bratislava, Slovakia 335



336 P. F�oldi et al.can be found is between the Qh function of a double harmonic oscillator, and the Qjfunction of angular momentum in a subspace of �xed angular momentum quantumnumber. We do not restrict ourselves below to the case of the density operator, forwhich the phase space representation is a quasiprobability distribution, but we shallallow arbitrary operators, used in the description of the systems in question.In Section 2 we give a short overview of the angular momentum coherent statesbased on the Schwinger model. In Section 3 we summarize the method of phase spacerepresentations for the oscillator and for angular momentum with �xed value of j. InSection 4 the construction of phase space distributions for general angular momentumis given, and �nally in Section 5, we show, how to reduce the general construction ofSection 4 to the case of �xed j.2. Schwinger model and angular momentum coherent statesLet us �rst recall [12] how one de�nes angular momentum coherent states basedon the Schwinger model [11]. One takes two independent harmonic oscillators: a \+"one and a \�" one, with creation and annihilation operators ay+, a+, and ay� , a�,respectively. The operators with di�erent subscripts commute among others, whilethose with identical subscripts satisfy the usual oscillator commutation relations. Theyact in a Hilbert space spanned by the double number state basis, which are eigenvectorsof the number operators N+ = ay+a+, N = ay�a�:jn+; n�i = (ay+)n+(ay�)n�pn+!n�! j0; 0i: (1)If one de�nes the following operators:J+ := ay+a�; J� := a+ay�; J3 := 12(ay+a+ � ay�a�) = 12(N+ �N�); (2)it is not di�cult to show, that these satisfy the standard angular momentum commu-tation relations (�h = 1):[J+; J�] = 2J3; [J3; J�; ] = �J�: (3)This means that the two operator algebras are the same, so the simultaneous eigenvec-tors of J3 and J2 can be labeled by n+, and n�: It is simply seen from the de�nitionof J3 thatm = 12(n+ � n�); j = 12(n+ + n�); n+ = j +m; n� = j �m: (4)The eigenvalues of J2 are then, of course, 12 (n+ + n�)( 12 (n+ + n�) + 1).So the double oscillator is equivalent to an angular momentum representation, whereeach 0 � j < 1 occurs exactly once, with all the possible m-s. The coherent states



Connection between phase space functions of oscillator : : : 337j�+; ��i of the double oscillator can be de�ned e.g. by their expansion in the numberstate basis as: j�+; ��i = e�(j�+j2+j��j2)=2 Xn+n� �n++ ; �n��pn+!n�! jn+; n�i: (5)By rearranging the terms in the doubly in�nite sum above, so that �rst one makes the�nite summation over terms where j = 12 (n+ + n�) is �xed, and then over all possiblej-s, the identi�cation (4) leads to:j�+; ��i = e�(j�+j2+j��j2)=2Xj 1p(2j)! jXm=�js� 2jj +m ��j+m+ ; �j�m� jj;mi == e�(j�+j2+j��j2)=2Xj;m((j +m)!(j �m)!)�1(�+ay+)j+m(��ay�)j�mj0; 0i: (6)These states can be considered as the coherent states for angular momentum. For a�xed j they coincide with the atomic coherent states of [3] apart from a normalizationfactor. As the de�nition of certain spin quasiprobabilities, P and Q functions are basedon these coherent states, this formula will have a de�nitive role in what follows.3. Phase space representations3.1. OscillatorIn de�nitions of phase space representations for a single oscillator a fundamentalrole is played by the continuous operator basis:D(�) = exp(�ay � ��a): (7)labeled by the complex number �: The characteristic function of an operator in theHilbert space of a single oscillator is de�ned as:�A(�) = Tr(AD(�)): (8)The f type phase space distribution of an operator A is then the Fourier transformof the product of the characteristic function �A(�) and of another c-number functionf(�): FA(�; f) = 1�2 Z �A(�)f(�)e(�������)d2� = Tr(A�(�; f)); (9)where in the second equality we have introduced the f type operator kernel:�(�; f) = 1�2 Z f(�)D(�)(e(�������)d2�: (10)



338 P. F�oldi et al.Speci�cally the s ordered distribution function [9] is obtained with:f(�) = exp(sj�j2=2): (11)As it is well known, for the density operator the special cases of s in (11) correspondto distinguished quasiprobabilities, namely, when s = 1;�1; 0 then the function Freduces to the P function, Q function and the Wigner function respectively. For anarbitrary operator A the Wigner function WA(�) := FA(�; f � 1), (which is called theMoyal representation[13]), plays a special role, as in that case the following productrule holds: Tr(AB) = � Z WA(�)WB(�)d2�: (12)3.2. Angular momentumA similar procedure has been used earlier for the angular momentum for a �xed j[4, 5, 6, 7] (we use the notation of Ref. [5]). One �rst chooses an operator basis in the2j + 1 dimensional Hilbert space, and de�nes the characteristic function as expansioncoe�cients in this basis. The most straightforward set of operators is the set of thespherical tensor operators TKQ, which transform among others irreducibly under theaction of the rotation operators[14]. Their explicit expression is:TKQ = jXm=�j(�1)j�m(2K + 1)1=2� j K j�m Q m�Q � jj;mihj;m�Qj; (13)where � j K j�m Q m�Q � is the Wigner 3j symbol. Then one introduces the char-acteristic matrix of any operator A with respect of this operator basis as:AKQ = Tr(AT yKQ); (14)which, according to the orthogonality property Tr(TK0Q0T yKQ) = �KK0 �QQ0 can beinverted yielding the expansion of A in terms of the TKQ-s:A = 2jXK=0 KXQ=�KAKQTKQ: (15)One de�nes now the following two operator kernels of type 
 and 
�1:�j(�; '; 
) = XK;QTKQY �K;Q(�; ')
KQ , (16)�j(�; '; 
) = XK;QTKQYK;Q(�; ') 1
KQ . (17)



Connection between phase space functions of oscillator : : : 339where the YKQ -s are the spherical harmonics, and the 
KQ-s are complex numbersdepending on the discrete indices K and Q. These operators are self adjoint if 
KQ =
�K;�Q. The 
 type quasiprobability distribution for an operator A in the 2j + 1dimensional Hilbert space is de�ned with the help of these kernels according to:F jA(�; '; 
) = 1
00r2j + 14� Tr(A�j(�; '; 
)): (18)It is also useful to introduce the conjugate distribution according to:F jA(�; '; 
) = 
00r2j + 14� Tr(A�j(�; '; 
)): (19)The simplest type of function, which is the analog of the Wigner function of theoscillator is the one in which 
KQ = 1 for all K and Q: Then the F function is self-conjugate: F jA(�; '; 1) = F jA(�; '; 1) =:WA(�; ') (for Wigner) and the product rule canbe shown to hold: Tr(AB) = Z WA(�; ')WB(�; ') sin �d�d': (20)It has become customary to call the expectation value of an angular momentumoperator A in an atomic coherent state,j�; 'ij = jXm=�js� 2jj +m � sinj+m �2 cosj�m �2e�i(j+m)' jj;mi ; (21)the Q function: QjA(�; ') = 2j + 14� h�; 'jAj�; 'ij : (22)One can show that the corresponding set of 
KQ-s is the following:
KQ = (�1)K�Qp4�(2j)!p(2j �K)!(2j +K + 1)! .. 4. Quasiprobabilities for arbitrary angular momentumBased on the Schwinger connection between the double oscillator and angular mo-mentum, it is possible to construct phase space distribution functions for general angularmomentum operators, as we are going to show below. By the term \general" we meanthat the operators, which we want to be represented by the quasiprobability distributionfunctions, do not need to be restricted to a subspace speci�ed by a particular eigenvalueof the square of the angular momentum.



340 P. F�oldi et al.The construction of these quasiprobability distribution functions is straightforward.In view of the Schwinger model the operatorsD(�+; ��) = D+(�+) D�(��) ; �+; �� 2 C; (23)form a basis among the general angular momentum operators, therefore any operatorA can be expanded asA = 1�2 Z d2�+ Z d2�� 1f (�+; ��) �A(�+; ��)D(�+; ��); (24)where the f type characteristic function �A (�+; ��) is the following:�A (�+; ��) = Tr �A f (�+; ��) Dy(�+; ��)� : (25)Now we introduce the following pair of phase space dependent kernel operators,which also have a functional dependence on the phase space function f (�+; ��) :� (�+; ��; f) = 1�4 Z d2�+ Z d2�� f (�+; ��)D(�+; ��)e�+��+���+�+ e����������� ;� (�+; ��; f) = 1�4 Z d2�+ Z d2�� 1f (�+; ��)Dy(�+; ��)e��+�+��+��+ e�����������= �y ��+; ��; 1f�� :The function f is not speci�ed more closely, except that it should ensure the existenceof both de�nitions. For di�erent f functions we get pairs of di�erent types of quasiprob-ability distribution functions, characterizing the general angular momentum operatorA, by the following de�nition:FA (�+; ��; f) = Tr (A �(�+; ��; f)) ; (26)FA (�+; ��; f) = Tr �A �(�+; ��; f)� : (27)It is not di�cult to show thatA = �2 Z d2�+ Z d2��FA (�+; ��; f)� (�+; ��; f)= �2 Z d2�+ Z d2�� FA (�+; ��; f)� (�+; ��; f) (28)The quasiprobability distribution functions F and F (with the same f) constitutea pair in the sense that the trace of the product of two operators A and B can becalculated with the help of FA (�+; ��; f) and FB (�+; ��; f):Tr(AB) = �2 Z d2�+ Z d2�� FA (�+; ��; f)FB (�+; ��; f) (29)as it can be veri�ed by equation (28).



Connection between phase space functions of oscillator : : : 341The most well known quasiprobability distribution functions, like the Q, P andWigner function, can be obtained by using the following particular functions f :fQ (�+; ��) = e� (j�+j2+j��j2)= 2; QhA (�+; ��) := FA ��+; ��; e� (j�+j2+j��j2)= 2�fP (�+; ��) = e(j�+j2+j��j2)= 2; P hA (�+; ��) := FA ��+; ��; e(j�+j2+j��j2)= 2�fW (�+; ��) = 1; W hA (�+; ��) := FA (�+; ��; 1) (30)where the superscript h refers to the double harmonic oscillator. As we can see, theWigner function is unique in that its pair is itself. If the operator A is a tensor product,i.e. A = A+A�, where A+ and A� act only in the state spaces of the oscillators \+"and \�" respectively, then the corresponding Q, P and Wigner functions factorize.These de�nitions are consistent with the well known [9] properties of the P and Qfunctions:.QhA (�+; ��) = 1�2 h�+; �� j Aj�+; ��i ; (31)A = Z d2�+ Z d2�� P hA (�+; ��) j�+; ��i h�+; ��j ; (32)where j�+; ��i is a double coherent state of the double oscillator.5. Reduction to angular momentum with �xed jIn this section we show that there is a direct connection between the �xed j angularmomentum Q function, Qj(�; '), and the arbitrary angular momentum Q function,Qh (�+; ��).This connection is based on the following important observation concerning �xedj coherent states j�; 'ij and arbitrary angular momentum coherent states j�+; ��i.Expanding both states in the jj;mi basis:j�; 'ij = jXm=�js� 2jj +m � sinj+m �2 cosj�m �2e�i(j+m)' jj;mi ; (33)j�+; ��i = e� (j�+j2+j��j2)= 2 1Xj=0 jXm=�j 1p(2j)!s� 2jj +m ��j+m+ �j�m� jj;mi ; (34)the similarity in the expansion coe�cients can be noticed. If we project the j�+; ��istate onto the �xed j angular momentum subspace with the projector�j = jXm=�j jj;mi hj;mj ; (35)and choose �+ = e�i' sin �2 ;�� = cos �2 ; (36)



342 P. F�oldi et al.we get the following important relation:j�; 'ij =pe (2j)! �j ����e�i' sin �2 ; cos �2� : (37)Now it is easy to infer the connection between Qj(�; ') and Qh (�+; ��) ; takinginto account (31) and (22):QjAj (�; ') = 2j + 14 e(2j)! QhAj �e�i' sin �2 ; cos �2� ; (38)where Aj = �jA�j ; (39)is the restriction of the general angular momentum operator A to the �xed j angu-lar momentum subspace. Since equation (38) is valid for arbitrary Aj , the followingimportant relation can be established between the corresponding operator kernels:�j ��; '; 
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